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Security has typically been a technology-driven area. If a company puts up a website, the network
security element is fulfilled by intrusion-detection and -prevention services that are sold separately
from Web application firewalls (WAFs), which provide application-level protection. Alert Logic has
been seeking to turn this model on its head with a vision of outcome-based security. That is, to
offer the outcome of security to a customer independent of the underlying technologies. The
company has developed and acquired capabilities over the past few years, and it now feels that it is
ready to deliver on that vision with its Cloud Defender offering.

The 451 Take

Having spent the past few years building up its technology stack, Alert Logic has amassed a
rather comprehensive portfolio to deliver cloud-based SIEM for hybrid environments, which is
an area of the market that buyers are increasingly turning to. However, the company is
straddling the line where it is competing against established on-premises SIEM vendors as
well as MSSPs, and Alert Logic will need to be wary of its market position.

Context

Houston-based security-as-a-service provider Alert Logic was founded in 2002, and since then it has
been reporting continual strong growth. In 2013, the company reported impressive 40% growth,
and it is currently at a $65m annualized run rate. With more than 2,900 customers across
on-premises, hosting and cloud environments, the company has not only increased its revenue, but
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also expanded its geographical footprint with a new European security operations center (SOC) in
Cardiff-Wales that has recruited 49 operators, with plans to grow to 130 over the next two years.

Products

Alert Logic's Cloud Defender is a managed cloud-based security and compliance suite offering
SIEM-style capabilities for hybrid IT infrastructure delivered as a service. The primary objective of a
SIEM or any other monitoring and detection technology is to collect information across the
environment and turn it into meaningful data that can be used to better adapt security controls.
Cloud Defender is designed to be able to collect and correlate information from on-premises, cloud
and hybrid datacenters and analyze these logs to identify malicious or anomalistic behavior.

Cloud Defender works by capturing data across an organization's environment, and then
aggregating and storing it in Alert Logic's ActiveAnalytics platform. The products are deployed
through a combination of physical or virtual appliances and agents. Once the data is collected, the
ActiveAnalytics platform's 'big data' processing grid processes and normalizes it to enable security
rule correlation and analytics utilizing ActiveAnalytics' library of correlation rules to identify
behavior via log data analysis for security incident investigation.

Identified incidents are enriched with input from AlertLogic's 24/7 SOC analysts, who correlate data
from additional security sources such as intelligence feeds. The platform further suppresses false
positives and assigns priority levels to alerts to assist in prioritization and response. The response
can be undertaken either by the customer or in conjunction with the company's SOC analysts.

Technology

Cloud Defender is comprised of several Alert Logic product and service components. Threat
Manager is a network-based IDS and vulnerability-scanning product, while Log Manager is designed
to collect, aggregate and normalize log data from a multitude of environments. Web Security
Manager is Alert Logic's managed WAF that detects and protects applications from attacks.

ActiveAnalytics is the back-end big-data analytics and correlation engine comprised of a number of
technological components, including pattern matching, anomaly detection for behavioral analytics,
statistical outlier identification, and advanced machine-learning techniques. While most of the
technology is AlertLogic's, it also has a partnership with Prelert. Together, this drives the analysis of
customers' data from network traffic, log data and Web layering in order to identify security
incidents. ActiveWatch is the managed service component that provides 24/7 monitoring of Alert
Logic's products by SOC analysts who work with customers to remediate identified threats.
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ActiveIntelligence is Alert Logic's security research and intelligence gathering arm. It is comprised
of a dedicated team of security researchers who seek to identify emerging threats in order to
create and publish new correlation rules and intelligence feeds.

Competition

With its SIEM-like capabilities, Alert Logic's Cloud Defender will draw comparisons with other SIEM
offerings from the likes of HP (ArcSight), IBM (QRadar), Splunk, LogRhythm, RSA, McAfee and other
on-premises vendors. According to the latest Wave 17 study from TheInfoPro, a service of 451
Research, intrusion detection remains the most common MSSP service deployed, but SIEM has risen
to number two at 40%.

This represents a growing market opportunity that Alert Logic and others will look to capitalize on.
In addition to managed and cloud-based SIEM providers such as EventTracker, Sumo Logic and
eIQnetworks, Alert Logic will find itself being compared and competing with MSSPs such as
Trustwave, Dell, Symantec, Verizon, IBM, NTT, BT and Accuvant.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths    Weaknesses
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Having spent the past few years building and
acquiring its technology stack, Alert Logic now
has not only a comprehensive offering, but
also a broad customer base.

   

The company is attempting to redefine how people think
about and procure security services from an outcome
perspective. While an admirable goal, changing the way
businesses think and operate may require a certain
amount of education.

Opportunities    Threats
With more businesses looking to adopt
managed SIEM offerings, the timing is right for
Alert Logic to capitalize on market demand.    

The SIEM landscape is still dominated by established
players, as is the managed security arena. Alert Logic will
have to keep its eye out for rivals on both sides of the
fence, and adapt accordingly.
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